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Ali McArthur
I’m just a small town girl, born and raised 
in Ridgeville Ontario. Working hard to 
make my dreams become my reality. I’m 
very proud to say it has become my real-
ity, it was a long process and alot of time 
at the gym. I consider myself to be a lone 
wolf, a child of the moon. Always looking 
for something fun and adventurous to do 
with my time, if I am not modeling I spend 
my time, with the people I love, my two 
crazy kitties (Fella & Mr.). Also spending 
days a the beach and going dirt biking or 
horse backriding. I love to be spontaneous, 
and the feeling of adrenaline running 
through my body.  Becoming a model has 
helped me with my self confidence quite 
a bit, I have always been a tomboy. Rock-
ing my cowboy hat and a pair of overalls. 
Over all, this has been a fun and exciting 
experience and I can’t wait to see what the 
future holds
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A n g i e L o v e
I’m from  San Diego,  I was  born 
in Mexico  i’m half Mexican and 
half philipino. Started model-
ing over two years ago, a friend 
photographer of mine  asked   if 
I wanted to model for him and 
do a shoot,  and it took off from 
there! i  have worked with many 
talented photographers      that 
now I consider my friends, I have 
learned so much from every 
one! They all work an shoot so 
differently, and I love and appre-
ciate that! I love  posing for the 
camera & Im always up for new 
and different style shoots and 
locations,  but I really enjoy   biki-

ni and lingerie shoots the most.. I 
consider myself very healthy 
and always try to watch what 
I eat,Which is tough because I 
love to eat!!!  My  favorite food is 
seafood and sushi! I exercise reg-
ularly and keep my spine well 
adjusted also. I believe its a must 
to stay in shape and stay healthy 
in this industry and to live a hap-
py long life:)... I only model part 
time so the other part time job 
is running a Chiropractic office, 
I assist the doctors with thera-
pies, front and back office, I re-
ally enjoy helping patients  and 
helping getting them back in 

shape so they can continue with 
their everyday lives. I also have a 
huge heart and compassion for 
animals. I rescue, foster, donate 
and volunteer whenever I can 
to help save dogs and cats from 
deathrow!

Growing up I was obsessed with 
Barbie, I always wanted to be 
like her, I grew up being a tom-
boy  and also very girly dresses 
and high heels, I really admired 
her so much :) now I consider 
myself a sexy and hot mexiphi-
no Barbie I still  love dressing up 
for my photo shoots and events!
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Bridget Chatterpaul

My name is Bridget Thomas Chat-
terpaul, as a freelance model for 
3 and a half years, my goals and 
motives are to gain experience 
and knowledge of this business, 
express confidence, class, dedi-
cation, and to express yourself in 
an art form that no one else can. 
Growing up in a small town on the 
outskirts of port perry was very 
difficult being different ethnici-
ty (Trinidadian/Canadian) espe-
cially through the bullying years 
of school, making friends with 
friendships that would last was 
just something that didn’t work at 
the time. That’s were I found my 
passions and favorite habits such 
as playing girls league soccer, 
baseball, tap/hip hop and belly 
dancing, to competitive horseback 
riding, show jumping and cross 
country courses. Having found my 
passion for animals I followed my 

dreams, volunteered at the hu-
mane society then completed the 
vet assistant program along with 
the Psw course. Along that road my 
dad has been blessed with open-
ing 2 restaurants one is in whitby 
named Chatterpauls and the oth-
er in Bowmanville named Tetra, 
both very delicious incorporating 
canadian cuisine and twisting it 
with a Trini splash making every 
dish burst with flavour. Having 
worked in the restaurant industry I 
dealt with society everyday which 
made me realize that I love caring 
for others, gives you an Incredible 
feeling of reward and satisfaction 
making you feel proud when you 
go to bed. I always say everyone 
should do at least one good deed 
a day, what goes around will come 
around. That is why I started mod-
eling, to boost not only confidence 
but also to inspire others to fulfill 

there dreams in there own artistic 
way. 

I would like to thank all the ex-
tremely talented photographers 
I have gotten the chance to work 
with : 
•Boulevard Talent Agency
•Rob Sackfield  
•AlanPhotography 
•MollyPhotog 
•Rob Deak Photography 
•Ryan Griffiths Photography 
•MaxGlamour Photography 
•Damien Prouse Photography 
•Sr Media Photography 
•Kaitlin O’Donnell Photography 
•Butch Alfane Photography 

And a huge thanks to the 2 MUA’s 
who put there beatuiful artistic 
touch: 
•Melyssa English 
•Julie Savoie Ross 
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Carlee Koabel
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Crystal  Staggs

Hi every one, my name is Crystal 
Staggs, I want to tell you a little 
about myself, I am a true okie at 
heart, born and raised in Oklaho-
ma City, Oklahoma. I’m a dental 
assistant, been working closely 
with the public for 8 yrs, you could 
say I’m right in your face. I have al-
ways loved being in front of the 
camera since I was a little girl and 
being the center of attention. 

I’ve been a model for 2 yrs, and 
a lifelong dream and passion of 
mine ever since I can remem-
ber is to be in Playboy playmate, 
what an honor and thrill it would 
be to be know and recognized all 
over the world and to be tied to a 
worldwide brand like that.... give’s 
me goose bumps all over!!!!!  
Modeling is a true passion of 

mine. I have tons of sex appeal 
and a very strong sexuality that I 
use to seduce the camera. I’m very 
comfortable with sensuality, and 
very comfortable expressing my 
sexuality. Nudity is not a problem 
with me as long as I’m portrayed 
as a woman, Classy, Glamorous 
and Sultry. I  love nature and be-
ing outdoors, and at times I love to 
live on the daring side of life.

Life is to drab if you don’t take 
a risk every once in a while. I at 
times prefer to live on the wild 
side, a real “TIGRESS” at heart. I 
like to live by my favorite quote. 
“LIVE LIKE THERE’S NO TOMOR-
ROW”. As you can see I’m not shy 
or bashful,  I’m very outgoing and 
passionate about modeling. After 
seeing Crystals spread there may 

not be... but who cares????

Ronnie and I would personally 
like to introduce Crystal Staggs. 
We had the pleasure of shooting 
multiple session of her to com-
plete her submission. We both 
knew that she was somewhat of 
a risk taker when she said “I can 
do that”. Every once in a while 
as a photographer you run into a 
“WOMAN” that truly seduces the 
camera with a SULTRY look. Well 
this one has it in the bag... A true 
pleasure to shoot and we hope 
you like her shots.

Photography: Enchanting U Glam-
our and Boudoir Photography
Photographer: Thomas Black
HMUA: Ronnie Taylor
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    I was born in a small town, just 
outside of Vancouver B.C, raised 
from a big family I was the one 
who had, as my mom would say: “A 
flair for fashion”.  I’ve always had 
a way of doing things a little dif-
ferently than others. From the cre-
ativeness in my design, my “eye 
for the tiger”, my determination 
and my unique sense of style, this 
gal knew she would be something 
when she grew up, not sure what... 
but something / someone in this 
big Old world! 
    When I was about 13 I got a job 
offer, the local mall was having a 
“Bring on Summer” event and I 
was asked to partake in the an-
nual fashion show. I hadn’t done 
anything like this before, but I has 

always wanted and hoped for the 
day I would get my chance. Once 
I agreed, they put me in a runway 
class and a few model pose work-
shops. Since I was new, I was very 
grateful for the opportunity at 
hand. The night of the show I was 
pretty exited, I was about to go 
down the runway modeling Tom-
my Hilfiger’s new summer collec-
tion. I was thinking is this even real 
right now! 

My career, I could feel it was about 
to start. But as I was so young my 
parents insisted I waited till af-
ter high-school to really take it 
serious. I got a few different jobs 
during that time. One of the better 
ones was for Calvin Klein. He was 

doing an abstract type of shoot 
and he made outfits from bags. It 
was interesting. Once I graduated 
I was able to focus on my career. 
I started doing photoshoots, hop-
ing I would be comfortable in front 
of the camera, sure enough I was 
a natural. Soon I had enough pic-
tures to begin my portfolio. Now I 
was getting exited, I was becoming 
a model, it was a little dream com-
ing true. 

I got a part time job as a photog-
raphers assistant working with her 
at her studio. My duties were such 
jobs eg: helping the women pose, 
there facial expressions and well I 
have an eye for flaws so anything 
that was out of place. I would also 

Jasmine Wong
help the gals get all dolled up. Pick 
out which outfits and accessories 
they wanted to wear. Working at 
the studio really opened my vision 
on modeling, as this photographer 
specialized in Pin-Up old school 
style shots. I fell in love with the 
style, the Betty came out in me and 
Jazzy Cupcake was born! From the 
hair to the lips to the clothes to the 
bad ass hot rods and custom bikes, 
I knew I had found the niche for 
me. 

My style changed and so did the 
style in my modeling, Hot rods and 
motorcycles where my new jadore. 
The photos were turning out amaz-
ing, my new creativeness was a hit. 

From the hot rod car clubs to the 
custom build bike clubs to some 
serious bad ass custom bike shops, 
this Cupcake is making her self one 
fabulous portfolio. life as a model 
is quite exiting, especially once 
you start getting more known. 
From working events and from be-
ing published, people start to rec-
ognize you. 

I’ve done some pretty bas ass work, 
from clothing company’s asking 
me to repp there gear. Purpose 
Apparel in white rock Canada B.C, 
Sullen clothing in L.A California 
and Vandal clothing in Lloydminis-
ter, Canada AB. From getting to be 
on the cover and a 2 page spread 

in Build Magazine in Langley B.C, 
to getting published in Kustoms 
magazine in Europe to becoming a 
poster girl for one sick custom bike 
shop, Trickfactory Customs in Co-
quitlam B.C. 
But regardless how big or small 
the job may be, to me it’s all an 
experience and networking. I love 
an adventure, cause after all isn’t 
that what life is all about? Take a 
chance, Roll them dice! Life is what 
you make it, always listen to your 
heart and follow your dreams. 

Keep it up keep it cool n keep it 
real ! 

Peace n Love from Jazzy cupcake
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Kimberley Pink 

fashion commercial pin up cat-
walk actress TV extra I’m a UK 
model with a outstanding 34” in-
side leg size 8-10 and 5”11 tall
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Krista Gale
I grew up in a small town with a big 
dream. A dream that seemed un-
reachable for a short awkward little 
girl. I was put into a few beauty pag-
eants when I was young. Surprise, I 
never won. I never had much self es-
teem. But I never wanted to give up 
my dream, so I convinced my parents 
to put me into a modelling class. This 
class taught me alot about walking, 
strutting and posing. The best part 
was at the end of the whole class I 
was told that you need to be at least 
5’10 or taller to be a model. Well, 
didn’t that just burst my bubble. So 
I put my dream on hold for a while. 
Went through highschool, college 
and moved all the way to British Co-
lumbia for fun. Met a guy, it turned 
into a thing. Told him my dream, and 
he suggested I continue to pursue it. 
With little to no experience I joined 

a model website called model may-
hem. Found a few local photogra-
phers, and started to actually do real 
modelling gigs. Soon after I conjured 
up even more courage and decided to 
submit myself into a bikini contest. 
Wow, was I ever nervous. But never 
the less I did it. Not to long after I 
had discovered I was pregnant. Sure 
enough first thing that ran through 
my mind was, “how long will my 
dreams be put on hold for now?” We 
then decided to move back to Ontar-
io. I then gave birth to my beautiful 
son, and thought to myself, “if I can 
give birth, I can do anything if I set my 
mind to it.” So I got up off the couch, 
worked hard and started searching 
for local photographers. Found a few, 
did some shoots and now here I am. 
Never give up hope! 
Photos by Gunther Nocon
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21 year old born in Ukraine.   
She has been in the stated for 
about 9 years now, and enjoys 
modeling and singing. 

Hailing from Bucharest, Mary tirla is much more than your typical Eastern European beauty.   A financial 
consultant from one of the largest firms in Irvine’s bustling business scene, you’re just as likely to be 
seeking her counsel as you are to find her sunbathing in the Southern California sun.  Orange County has 
long been renowned for its stunning weather, which Mary takes full advantage of on her daily runs or a 
dip in the pool.  A tireless and committed professional, Vasadi is certainly not one to forget scheduling 
fun into her busy schedule.  As either the life of the party, or the heart of the office, Mary is one SO CAL 
mom sure to be showing up in the pages of your favorite magazine soon...

Mary 
Vasadi
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Priscilla Carrino
Hi my name is Priscilla Carrino, I 
am 22 years old Born in Salem . 
Raised in Boston MA. My favorite 
color is Pink, I love doing Pilates, 
shopping, tanning in the sun, 
and traveling.

The reason I moved to the west 
coast was to pursue my dream 
as a model. I remember the 
first time I saw ANTM, there was 
something about that show that 
made me want to be in the in-
dustry. To be in high heels, and 
makeup. I had already had an 
obsession with taking pictures. 
My mother ended up taking me 
to do my very first cat walk in a 
clothing store. I remember walk-
ing all around the store with this 

other model, in these black high 
heeled boots, red striped top 
and cute little tight jeans. I was 
rocking that run way harder than 
any other girl that was there 
with me. A couple of years later 
I had my quinceanero, and my 
parents hired this girl to record 
my sweet 15 and have it on vid-
eo, along with a photographer. 
A month after my Quinceanero 
the girl had asked my parents for 
permission to use my video in a 
commercial. She said my face 
was perfect for it. In 2011 I took 
a trip to the Dominican Republic 
where both my parents are from 
to shoot with a photographer 
named Shamir Fersobe. I was 
so excited to have the oppor-

tunity to shoot on the beautiful 
Island. I enjoyed every moment 
of its beauty, and I got to do 
what I Love! I Love modeling so 
much. To many people out there 
this is just a hobby, or a way to 
make money. Modeling for me is 
more than that, it’s something I 
have put my hopes, dreams, and 
desires into. It’s a critical world, 
but I’m up for a challenge al-
ways. I look at the positive, and 
ask myself, what I can learn from 
what I have been told? I have 
been knocked down before, but I 
didn’t let that stop me from get-
ting where I want to be in this 
industry, and I will keep striving, 
and reaching for my dreams.
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Sabrina Crabtree
My name is SaBrina Crabtree, 
my favorite color would be pink 
I love spending time with my 
family and my boyfriend. My  
nationality is Native American 
and German . The most thing I 
like about modeling is the fash-
ion shows and being on the run-
way it’s a great experience, you 
have all the attention and hop-
ing you don’t trip. My goal is to  

become the american next top 
model and never stopping be-
cause anything is possible. I love 
singing in the shower and enjoy-
ing the country life. My hobbies 
are Cooking, Drawing, making 
crafts, and going fishing. Cook-
ing would be my second passion 
and I get it from both of my par-
ents .
I would always tell myself and 

others when I make it big my 
nexts step with be a MUA and 
actor .. I would like to give a big 
thanks to my photographers 
Curtis Smith, Emmanuel Dean 
and John leak  for helping me . 
Most of all I would like to give 
a big thank you to God  for let-
ting me become a model also my 
mother, father and sister for be-
lieving in me. 
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Shawneen Allen

Hi, my name is Shawneen Allen. A Professional Freelance Model based 
in Northern Ireland with five years experience with Modelling, Promo-
tional Jobs, Events and Beauty Pageants. I’m 25 years old and absolute-
ly love my job as a Model. I’ve worked hard to where I’ve gotten to and 
there are plenty more things to come from me. I’ve been successful with 
Miss Social Network and The Full On Show Girls and I’ve been Featured 
in DIVINE TEMPTATIONS MAGAZINE before as well as TEASE MAGAZINE. 
I have worked with Emerald Girls.
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Victoria    
      Ashley
I am a Tennessee based model who was transplant here 
from New England to pursue my dream as a Veterinary 
Surgeon. I am a die-hard Boston Red Sox fan. Modeling 
is my hobby; it is my escape from reality. I get to dress 
up and be someone I am not for a few hours. Everyone 
should be able to use their imagination no matter their 
age, this right her allows me to do that, to step out of my 
comfort zone and express my emotions.

Photographer: Steve Chastain
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AmandaZemp len i
Started out doing self portraits with nothing but a tripod, Cece Sinclair has now been modeling for 
over 2 years, ranging from street fashion to lingerie photography. Her striking eyes and unique look 
has brought her to working with many small companies for promotional advertisement. Growing up 
with nothing but hate and doubt about her modeling, she has made a comeback of working with many 
Knoxville photographers and also clothing companies to be able to get noticed and be known in the 
widespread modeling world.
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Amanda
McElvany
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Clare Sweeney
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Melissa Jackson
I have been modelling since 2010 in Coventry and Bir-
mingham with over 100 different photographers, be-
ing studio work and location. I have done levels from 
casual/fashion up to lingerie/topless, paid work as 
well as unpaid. I have also taken part in being a Speed-
way startline girl through out different locations in 
England, which have involved me being on Sky Sports 
live.  I have been published in magazines such as, 
TEASE MAGAZINE, and xtreme modified.
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K a s k a 
Kaminski

Kaska was born in Poland. She moved to the United States in 1995 pursuing the American dream. She 
finished High School in 1998. Kaska started her modeling career after finish Modeling School. She 
entered many pagents often being among the top three. She started her own business in New Jersey 
in 1998. This business is not only successful but allows her to collaborate her hobbies and family. She 
loves to travel. She plays piano and accordion. After a long day at work you will find often find her at 
the gym with her trainer. Kaska feels her work at the gym is necessary to prepare her for the upcoming 
photo shoots. Kaska enjoys family meals with traditional polish foods.

Photo: Norman Rheaume

CoverGirl
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Shantel 
  Page

I am an agency represented published 
model and actress been modelling now 
for 10 years and acting for 4 years. I 
love both modelling and acting. I go to 
stage school once a week and I love to 
keep fit by doing Tae-Kwon-Do twice a 
week. One day I hope to become very 
successful I love to dance and sing too. 
I have been in the entertainment busi-
ness for 15 years now and love it got a 
few things in the pipeline so watch this 
space check me out on IMDb shantel 
page xx
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Anjelica

Growing up, Anjelica Krystine Hayes 
always wanted to model, just like 
evey young girl. But she always 
figure it was far fetch, and she would 
never have the chance. At the age 
of 18 she had a few photographers 
contact her about shooting, nervous 
at first but she went for it. Her first 
photoshoot was a killer and from that 
moment on she was addicted and 
dedicated. She knew what she had 
to do, and what she had to give up. It 
wasnt easy, and it was a slow process 
at first. Staying up late to practice 
posing, looking up new ideas and 
inspiration. Collecting wardrobe and 
setting a good reputation for herself, 
its a continuous work in progress. 
And now her goal is to inspire other 
models and young girls to go after 
their dreams. Aspire to inspire.

Anjelica partnered up with Nate 
Marshall and Master Pixel Imaging 
to create theses images for Tease 
Magazine.
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